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Abstract. Computational trust is a reliability among peers that plays a crucial role in sharing

information, decision making, searching or attracting recommendations in intelligent systems and

social networks. Several trust models have been proposed in literature and most of them focus

on investigating interaction forms rather than analyzing contexts such as comments, posts being

dispatched by users. This paper is to present a novel model of estimating trustworthiness of a truster

on a trustee based on experience trust and reputation trust from some community within the context

of user’s topic interests. Firstly, we construct a measure of experience topic-aware trust which is

defined as a function of degrees of interaction from a truster to some trustee and a degree of trustee’s

interests in topics. Secondly, we construct a measure of reliability degree of community on some

trustee by means of a function which is computed via degrees of reliability of truster on members of

the community and similarity of these members with the trustee. Thirdly, we propose a composition

function for estimating an overal topic-aware trust based on experience topic-aware trust and the

reputation topic-aware trust. Our experimental results show that the degree of experience topic-

aware trust depends on interaction degree among truster and trustee more than on trustee’s interest

degree. They also indicate that the overall topic-aware trust estimation depends on reputation from

community more than user’s own experience evaluation.

Keywords. Computational trust; Context; Intelligent systems; Interaction; Interests; Social net-

work; Reputation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Trust is a reliability which a user (truster) has on his own partners (trustees) in his
interaction process. It has become a crucial factor to share knowledge or to coordinate in
actions with each others in systems such as recommender and decision making or search
engines. Trust has been considered from research fields including sociology, psychology,
economics and computer science [10]. There are various models of computational trust that
have been proposed in literature [2, 3, 10–15, 21, 22]. In social networks, peers utilize their
own tags, comments, post, etc., to annotate and organize items for searching or sharing
viewpoints and opinions as well. Such text entries are types of meta-data composed of
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keywords or terms to introduce bookmarks, article titles, comments of items or digital images
etc. They have contributed to discovering user interests for various real world applications.
These issues have attracted a large number of researchers from academy as well as application
development [4–8,13,18,19].

Computational trust models in literature can be categorized into three groups:

(i) Models utilizing the past interaction experience to estimate trustworthiness of peers in
distributed systems. The interaction based approach has been utilized widely in multi-agent
systems, P2P systems [6–8,10,11];

(ii) Models exploiting contexts of intereraction among peers such as tags, comments
or user’s profiles on social networks to estimate trustworthiness among users. These data
resources are utilized to determine uer’s interests, similarity as well as relationship between
peers [4, 15];

(iii) Hybrid models combining interaction scores and degrees of interests or similarity of
users [4, 6].

Along with the hybrid approach, we develop it furthermore by constructing a computa-
tional function which is a combination of two factors: (i) experience topic-aware trust; (ii)
reputation topic-aware trust. In order to construct experience topic-aware trust, we analyse
messages, named entries, dispatched by users to determine their interest in topics and utilize
the score of interaction among users. And in turn, we share with other work [10], LoTrust [4],
TidalTrust [5], SWTrust [8], TrustWalker [7] in computing the interaction score by relying
on the assumption of frequency of interaction of closest users. In our work, the experience
topic-aware trust is estimated by means of a composition function of interaction scores of
a truster with trustee and trustee’s interest degrees. However, in contrast with other ones
such as [4] in which user’s interest is extracted from his profiles via SPARQL Query Lan-
guage, we make use of the semantic extension of words by means of wikipedia proposed by
Kang et al., [3] and Gabrilovich et al. [9]. We analyse entries into words by the technique of
tf-idf [1,15] to compute the weight of word in a document for representing vectors of entries
and topics. Based on such a vector model, we define similarity measures and interest degrees.
And then computational function of estimating trustworthiness of users is defined by means
of the degrees of interest, interaction scores.

Reputation trust is defined as reliability which is resulted from some community. Some
work makes use of the propagation of trust estimation via the graph structure of network
such as TidalTrust [5], SWTrust [8], TrustWalker [7] to construct the reputation trust. Their
approach selects some path for computation to avoid computational complexity. For example,
selecting the shortest path connecting the truster and trustee. The problem of this approach
is that there is no basics in theory for such a path selection. Our approach is completely
diffferent compared with these studies. We first construct a hierarchy structure of peers
based on interaction layers with a truster and then define a common community of both
a truster and some trustee. And the reputation topic-aware trust is estimated by means
of average of all experience topic-aware trusts of the truster and similarity of truster with
them. The overall trust, called topic-aware trust, is determined as a composition function of
reputation and experience topic-aware trust. In this paper, we revise, upgrade and develop
our previous studies [15–17] and our research results are interpreted in the contributions as
follows:

� We propose a similarity measure among users which is defined as a composition function
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of profile and interest similarities. The interest similarities of users are computed by
means of Pearson correlation of interest measures, named Max, Cor and Sum, which
have been proposed previously by ourselves. The profile similarity is defined by the
traditional cosin similairity of entries dispatched by users. In order to construct entry
and interest vectors for such a computation, we perform a semantics extension with
wikipedia of entries and then make use of tf-idf to compute word weights. We perform
experimental evaluations to compare affects of three above interest measures on the
similarity with respect to the mean deviation. Our experimental results show that the
selected interest measure Max gets the lowest deviation.

� We upgrade the function of topic-aware experience trust among truster and trustee,
which has been proposed by ourselves [16], and construct a reputation function of esti-
mating a reliability degree of community on some trustee. The function of topic-aware
experience trust shows the closeness degree of two users and the interest degree inter-
preted by user’s expert degree on some topic. The reputation function is to estimate
degrees of reliability of members in some community on some trustee. It is computed
via degrees of reliability of truster on members of the community and similarity of
these members with the trustee. We perform experiments to evaluate how affects of
two factors on trustworthiness. Our experimental results show that the trust measure
depends on interaction degree more than on interest degree. Furthremore, with the
same interaction degree, the higher an interest degree is, the higher the corresponding
experience trust measure obtains.

� We propose a overal topic-aware trust, which is a combination function of two factors:
topic-aware experience trust and the reputation topic-aware trust. We conduct exper-
iments to consider how affections of two factors. The experimental results show that
topic-aware trust estimation depends on reputation more than user’s own experience
evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a model of so-
cial network and vectorial representation of entries and topics. Section 3 describes interest
degrees, user’s profile and similarity. Section 4 is devoted to presenting a trust computa-
tion model based on interaction and reputation with interest context. Section 5 describes
experimental evaluations. Conclusion is presented in Section 6.

2. MODELING SOCIAL NETWORK, ENTRIES AND TOPICS

This section presents briefly the model of social network, a hierarchy structure of users,
entry and topic [15–17].

2.1. Model of social network

A social network is defined as a directed graph S = (U , I, E , T ), where
� U = {u1, . . . , un} is a set of users/peers in a social network.

� I is a set of all interactions/connections Iij from ui to uj , which occurs when ui
dispatches uj via some “wall” posts, comments, likes, opinions etc. ∥Iij∥ denotes the
number of elements in Iij .
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� E = {E1, . . . , En} is the set of entries dispatched by users in U . Ei = {ei1, . . . , eini}
are entries delivered by ui. An entry is a brief text piece given by users on items such
as papers, books, films, videos, events etc.

� T = {T1, . . . , Tp} is a set of topics in which each topic is defined as a set of words or
terms.

2.2. Hierarchy structure of peers

For each user ui, we denote L1
i to be the set of all users who have direct interaction with

ui, L
2
i the set of all users having interaction with some user in L1

i but not with ui. Recursively,
we can define a sequence of k-level Lk

i of user ui. We have the following statement (for more

detail, see [11]). For every source peer ui, there exists a number hi such that L0
i , . . . , L

hi
i are

subsets of U , called k-neighbors of ui, and satisfy the following conditions:

1. For every v ∈ Lk
I (k = 2, . . . , hi), v not being interacted with any one in ∪k−1

l=0 L
l
i.

2. Lk
i ∩ (∪k−1

l=0 L
l
i) = ∅, for all k ≥ 1.

The statement permits us to focus on peers on each layer while computing trustworthiness
among them.

2.3. Vectorial representation of entries and topics

The vectorial model for representing texts by means of tf-idf has been widely used in
various fields of the computer science such as the information retrieval and text mining [1].
Along with work related to extending semantics [2, 3, 9], we utilize the n-gram to extract
a text into words and enrich these bags of words into semantics words based on wikipedia
(https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/). This section reformulates the model in some formal way
for our paper. The purpose is to apply the approach to vectorizing entries and topics with
word weights in texts. We follow the steps for preprocessing these short texts to obtain bags
of words with semantics:

(i) Using the n-gram technique for extracting a text into terms or words;

(ii) Enrich these terms with semantics from wikipedia.

And from now on, in this paper, any document or text is always considered as a set
of terms. We make use of the technique tf− idf(d,Di) = tf(d,Di) × idf(d,D) for vectorial
representation of such entries and topics, where tf(d,Di) is the frequency the term d appears

in Di and idf(d,D) = log(
∥D∥

1 + ∥{Di|d ∈ Di}∥
). The vector representation in the general form

is described as follows.

Given a collection of documents D = {D1, . . . , Dp}, each of which is represented as
set of terms or words Di = {di1, . . . , dipi}. Let V = {v1, . . . , vq} be a set of all distinct
terms in the whole collection. The weight of term d ∈ V w.r.t. Di is defined by the
formula wd = tf(d,Di)× idf(d,D). And then each Di is represented as a q-dimension vector
Di = (w1, . . . , wq), where wk = tf(vk, Di)× idf(vk, D), k = 1, . . . , q. We utilize the technique
to represent entries and topics in vectors, which are described in the rest of this subsection.
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2.3.1. Entry vectors

Suppose that Ei = {ei1, . . . , eini} and Ej = {ej1, . . . , ejnj} are two sets of entries dis-
patched by users ui, uj , respectively. Let Vij be a set of distinct terms occurring in both Ei

and Ej . Entry vectors ejil, e
i
jk are defined as follows

ejil = (e1il, . . . , e
∥Vij∥
il ), l = 1, . . . , ni, (1)

eijk = (e1jk, . . . , e
∥Vij∥
jk ), k = 1, . . . , nj , (2)

in which, for each vr ∈ Vij , e
r
il = tf(vr, eil) × idf(vr, Ei), e

r
jk = tf(vr, ejk) × idf(vr, Ej). This

representation will be used to estimate the profile similarity of two users which is presented
in the next section.

2.3.2. Topic vector and topic entry vector

This subsection describes the vectorial representation of topics T = {T1, . . . , Tp} and
entries Ei = {ei1, . . . , eini} dispatched by user ui according to topics.

Suppose that VT = {v1, . . . , vq} is a set of q distinct terms in all Ti ∈ T . Each topic Ti

is defined to be a weighted vector as follows

ti = (wi1, . . . , wiq), (3)

where wik = tf(vk, Ti) × idf(vk, T ), for all vk ∈ VT , k = 1, . . . , q. This is a q-dimension
vector and called the topic vector.

Each entry eil ∈ Ei dispatched by ui is represented in vector w.r.t. topics Ti ∈ T , which
is defined as follows

etil = (e1il, . . . , e
q
il), (4)

where ekil = tf(vk, eil) × idf(vk, Ei), all vk ∈ VT , k = 1, . . . , q. This is a q-dimension vector
and called a topic entry vector.

This representation of vectors is used to estimate the interest measures of users w.r.t.
topics and interest similarity of users, which are presented in the next section.

3. DEGREES OF USER’S INTERESTS AND SIMILARITY

This section upgrades formulas of computing user’s interest degrees, which have been
described in our previous work [16]. We make use of Pearson correlation measure to deter-
mine relationship between entries and topics and cosin measure to estimate user’s similairty
in profiles. Based on these similarity measures, we construct the overall similarity of users
which is a combination function of profile and interest similarities.

3.1. Correlation and interest degree

Given two vectors u = (u1, . . . , um) and v = (v1, . . . , vm) with different elements in each
vector, the correlation of these two vectors is given by the following formula

correl(u,v) =

∑
i(ui − ū)(vi − v̄)√∑

i (ui − ū)2 ×
√∑

i (vi − v̄)2
, (5)
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where ū =
1

m
(

m∑
i=1

ui) and v̄ =
1

m
(

m∑
i=1

vi). It is clear that values of correl(x, y) are in [−1, 1].

We utilize the function f(x) =
(x+ 1)

2
to bound values of correl(x, y) into the unit interval

[0, 1]. It means that instead of the formula given in (5), the following one (6) will be applied
in this paper

cor(u,v) =

∑
i(ui − ū)(vi − v̄)√∑

i (ui − ū)2 ×
√∑

i (vi − v̄)2
+ 1

2
. (6)

Definition 1. Let P(Ei) be a set of all subsets of entries Ei given by ui ∈ U , and P(E) =⋃
ui∈U P(Ei). A function f : U ×P(E)×T → [0, 1] is called an interest measure iff it satisfies

the condition f(ui, Y1, t) ≤ f(ui, Y2, t), for all Y1, Y2 ∈ P(Ei) such that Y1 ⊆ Y2.
It is easy to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 1. A function finterest : U × P(E) × T → [0, 1] is an interest measure if and
only if it satisfies the following conditions

1. If cor(ei,k, tj) ≥ cor(ei,k, tl), then finterest(ui, ei, tj) ≥ finterest(ui, ei, tl).

2. If cor(ei,k, th) ≥ cor(ej,l, th), then finterest(ui, ei, th) ≥ finterest(uj , ei, th).

An entry eij is called θ-entry w.r.t. topic tk if and only if cor(etij, tk) ≥ θ, where
0 < θ ≤ 1 is a given threshold. A revised proposition of the statement presented in our
previous work [16] is stated as follows.

Proposition 2. Suppose ∥Ei∥ is the number of elements in Ei and nt
i is the number of

θ-entries concerned with the topic t given by ui. The following are interest measures:

1. intMax(ui, t) = maxj(cor(e
t
ij, t).

2. intCor(ui, t) =

∑
j

cor(etij, t)

∥Ei∥
.

3. intSum(ui, t) =
1

2

 nt
i∑

l∈T
nl
i

+
nt
i∑

uk∈U ,l∈T
nl
k

.

For easy presentation, we denote intX(ui, t) to be one of the above measures, in which
X may be Sum, Cor, Max. The interest vector of users in topics is defined by the following
formula

ut
i = (u1i , . . . , u

p
i ), (7)

in which uki = intX(ui, t) is the interest degree of user ui in topics tk ∈ T (k = 1, . . . , p), X
may be Sum, Max, Cor. Topic vectors are computed by means of Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Computing topic vector of ui on topics t

Input: The set of topics T = {t1, t2, ..., tp} and the set of users U = {u1, u2, ..., un} with
entries eil
Output: Topic interest vector of each ui on topics t, computeTopicVector(ui, t)

1: t← (wi1, . . . , wiq)
//wik = tf(vk, Ti)× idf(vk, T ), vk ∈ VT .

2: etil ← (e1il, . . . , e
q
il)

// ekil = tf(vk, eil)× idf(vk, Ei), vk ∈ VT .
3: for all t in T do
4: uti ← intX(ui, t)
5: end for
6: ut

i ← (u11, . . . , u
p
i )

7: return ut
i

3.2. Similarity of users

3.2.1. Similarity of interest

Interest similarity of two peers ui and uj in topic t is defined as a cosine similarity of two
vectors ut

i and ut
j

simX
int(ui, uj) =

⟨ut
i,u

t
j⟩

∥ut
i∥ × ∥ut

j∥
, (8)

in which ⟨u, v⟩ is the scalar product, × is the usual multiple operation and ∥.∥ is the Euclidean
length of a vector; X is Max, Cor or Sum up on the selection of interest degree as defined in
Proposition 2.

3.2.2. Profile similarity

Gien two peers ui and uj . Profile similarity of two peers ui and uj is defined as a cosine

similarity of two vectors ejik and eijk

simprof(ui, uj) =
⟨ejik, e

i
jk⟩

∥ejik∥ × ∥eijk∥
, (9)

in which ⟨u, v⟩ is the scalar product, × is the usual multiple operation and ∥.∥ is the Euclidean
length of a vector.

3.2.3. User similarity

Based on the definition of similarity of interest and profile, we have the definition of
similarity of users as follows.

Definition 2. The similarity between two users ui and uj is defined by the weighted com-
position of their partial similarities and given by the following formula

sim(ui, uj) = α× simprof(ui, uj) + β × simX
int(ui, uj) (10)

where α, β ≥ 0 and α+ β = 1.
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4. TRUST ESTIMATION BASED ON INTERACTION EXPERIENCE
AND REPUTATION WITH INTEREST CONTEXT

Trust estimation of a user, called truster, on another user, called trustee, is a function
of the following parameters: (i) Interaction experience of truster on trustee; (ii) Degrees of
interests by trustee on topics; (iii) Reputation trust which is a reliability degree inferred from
some community on some trustee. These stages of computation of overall topic-aware trust
are described in this section as follows:

� We present a computational function of experience topic-aware trust which is based on
interaction and interest degrees. This is an upgraded version of the studies appeared
in our previous work [15–17].

� We describe a formula for estimating reputation topic-aware trust, which is infered
from evaluation of some community of trustee. Instead of merely using user’s interest
similarity [17], in this paper we utilize the novel similarity measure of users which is
presented in Section 3.

� We present a model of estimating overall topic-aware trust which is a combination
function of experience and reputation topic-aware trust.

Definition 3. A function trusttopic : U × U × T → [0, 1] is called a topic trust function, in
which [0, 1] is an unit interval of the real numbers. Given a source peer ui, a sink peer uj
and a topic t, the value trusttopic(ui, uj , t) = utij means that ui (truster) has a confidence on
uj (trustee) of topic t w.r.t. the degree utij .

We will describe in steps for constructing the topic-aware trust function.

4.1. Experience topic-aware trust

Experience trust of user ui on user uj , denoted trustexp(i, j), is defined by the formula

trustexp(i, j) =
∥Iij∥∑m
k=1 ∥Iik∥

, (11)

where ∥Iik∥ is the number of interactions of ui with each uk ∈ U .

Definition 4. Suppose that trustexp(i, j) is the experience trust of ui on uj , intX(j, t) is
the interest degree of uj on the topic t. Then the experience topic-aware trust of ui on uj of
topic t is defined by the formula

trustexptopic(i, j, t) = γ × trustexp(i, j) + δ × intX(j, t), (12)

where γ, δ ≥ 0, γ + δ = 1.

The parameters γ, δ are used to represent the correlation degrees of interest and inter-
action in social networks. These parameters will be estimated by means of experimental
evaluation, which is presented in Section 5. The computation of experience topic-ware trust
is given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Experience Aware-Topic Trust of ui on uj of topic t

Input: The set of topics T = {t1, t2, ..., tp} and the set of users U = {u1, u2, ..., um} with
entries eil
Output: Experience topic-aware trust ui on uj of topic t, computeExpTrustexptopic(i, j, t)

1: uti,int ← intX(j, t), for t in T
2: uji,exp ← trustexp(i, j)

3: trustexptopic(i, j, t)← γ × uji,exp + δ × uti,int
4: return trustexptopic(i, j, t)

4.2. Reputation topic-aware trust

This subsection presents a formula for computation of trust, which is inferred from some
community. We restrict consideration of evaluation of community on trustees that have
direct interaction with the truster. It means that peers belong to the layer L1

i with a truster
ui as presented in Section 2.

Definition 5. Given a source peer ui and L1
i is the 1−level of ui. The reputation topic-aware

trust of ui on uj is defined by the formula

trustreptopic(i, j, t) =

∑
v∈L1

i
trustexptopic(i, v, t)× sim(v, j)

∥L1
i ∥

(13)

in which sim(v, j) is the similarity of v on uj being defined in the formula (10).

4.3. Topic-aware trust

The topic-aware trust is a function, which is an integration of the experience topic-aware
and the reputation topic-aware trust degrees. It is defined as follows.

Definition 6. Suppose that trustexptopic(i, j, t) and trustreptopic(i, j, t) are the experience trust
and reputation trust of ui on uj , respectively. Then the topic-aware trust of ui on uj of topic
t is defined by the formula

trusttopic(i, j, t) = λ× trustexptopic(i, j, t) + µ× trustreptopic(i, j, t), (14)

where λ, µ ≥ 0, λ+µ = 1. The computation of topic-aware trust is executed in steps, which
is described in Algorithm 3.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

5.1. Problem statement

In Sections 3 and 4, we have described three measures of user interests, the functions of
estimating degrees of topic aware trust based on experience and reputation. In this section
we present some issues and the corresponding experimental results which are concerned with
our model:
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Algorithm 3 Topic Trust of ui on uj of topic t

Input: The set of topics T = {t1, t2, ..., tp} and the set of users U = {u1, u2, ..., un} with
experience aware topic trust trustexptopic(i, j, t)
Output: Topic-aware trust ui on uj of topic t, computeTopicTrusttopic(i, j, t)

1: for all v ∈ L1
i do

2: sum(i, j, t)← sum(i, j, t) + trustexptopic(i, v, t)× sim(v, j)
3: end for
4: trustreptopic(i, j, t)←

sum(i,j,t)
∥L1

i ∥
5: trusttopic(i, j, t)← λ× trustexptopic(i, j, t) + µ× trustreptopic(i, j, t)
6: return trusttopic(i, j, t)

� The measure of user’s interests is defined by one of three functions which are shown
in Proposition 2: Max, Cor and Sum. The question is that how those measures affect
on user interest in a topic. We utilize the mean deviation to investigate their effects of
Max, Cor, Sum on user similarity.

� The experience topic aware trust of a truster ui on trustee uj is calculated as a function
of degrees of their interaction and trustee’s interests give in the formula (12). Our
question is that which factor affects more trustworthiness computation. We utilize the
mean deviation to define the effects of parameters γ, δ on the estimation.

� The formula (14) represents a computational function of trust estimation of a truster
ui on a trustee uj by means of community opinion via similarity of interests. Our
question is that which factor affects more trustworthiness computation. We utilize the
mean deviation to define the effects of parameters λ, µ on the estimation.

5.2. Experimental data

We collect data from the group of people who love running and share their prefer-
ences on website “Dar–DongAnh Runners” (https://racevietnam.com/team/dar-dong-anh-
runners/longbien-marathon-2020). Their interests include topics: Fashion in running; Diet
as appropriate (health in running); Running tournaments; Running genres such as long-
distance running, trail running and technical running, etc. According to the statistics, as of
April 30, 2021, the running group consists of 497 members; the number of members partic-
ipating in posting from 2018 to April 2021 are 89 with 442 posts. There are 218 members
who show interactions (e.g, likes, comments) with nearly 10000 comments. The details are
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Data set

We select six topics to conduct our testing, which are defined by the set of keywords via
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Table 1: Topics in running

wikipedia (https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/). The table of keywords, illustrated in Table 1,
is used to model topics in vectors.

Table 2: Interest of users
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5.3. Experimental Results

5.3.1. Interests and similarity

A part of user’s interests is illustrated in Table 2. The values of interest degrees are
ranged from 0.0 to 0.1. The value with 0.0 means that the user is not interested in the
respective topic, whereas the value with 0.1 means that the person is interested very much
in this topic. The distribution of user’s interests by topics is showed in Figure 2. We can see
that the user’s interest in the topic “Run tournaments” focuses much on 20% to 50%, while
the user’s interest in the topic “Running technique” will focus on level from 0% to 20%.

(a) Run tournaments (b) Running technique

Figure 2: Distribution in topics

We proceed to calculate the similarity between the user’s interest in topics with three
degrees Max, Cor, and Sum. The similarity of one user compared with the other users is
shown in Figure 3. The testing results with three users Tieu Duong Julia, Nguyen Dac Cu
and Duong Minh Nghia, the similarity degrees of Tieu Duong Julia compared with Nguyen
Dac Cu and with Duong Minh Nghia are 0.98 and 0.81, respectively. The similarity of two
persons in topics is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Similarity with different measures
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Figure 4: Diagrams with similarity in topics

The testing results show that the Cor measure gives the highest mean deviation value of
0.04411, the Max measure gives the lowest average deviation of 0.02938; and with the Sum
measure, the mean deviation is 0.03584. In the next tests, the interest measure Max with
the lowest deviation is selected.

5.3.2. Experience and reputation topic-aware trust

This subsection investigates the relationship between experience, reputation trust and
user interest degrees. We perform experiments with the corresponding (γ, δ) couples: (0.9; 0.1);
(0.8; 0.2); (0.7; 0.3); (0.6; 0.4); (0.5; 0.5); (0.4; 0.6); (0.3; 0.7); (0.2; 0.8); (0.1; 0.9). The experi-
ence trust of a truster on a trustee of a certain topic with couples γ, δ is given in Table 3.
Figure 5 illustrates the trustworthiness of a user named “Vuong Manh” with 10 other users.
In the case of γ = 0.1 and δ = 0.9, the confidence level is more stable than in the case of
γ = 0.9 and δ = 0.1.

Table 3: Standard Deviation (S.D) of Experience topic aware Trust w.r.t. various couples γ, δ

Figure 5: Experience Topic Trust and interests with (γ, δ)

We conduct an experiment to consider which level the reliability given in formula (12)
depends on factors of interest and experience trust. Figuer 6 depicts the trustworthiness of
user “Vuong Manh” with ten other users in six topics respectively.
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Figure 6: Affect of topics on Trust

In the formula (13), the reliability of ui on uj depends on the similarity of users who
have direct interaction with uj . We filtered out 61 users who have a direct link to the user
“Ngoc Anh Ngo”. Calculating the similarity of those 61 users with the two users “Quynh
Giang Doan” and “Bean Nhat Anh” respectively. We get 2 data domains in blue and orange
shown in Figure 7. Obviously, the similar values for the user “Quynh Giang Doan” will be
distributed mainly in the data domain from 0.8 to 1 while the similar values for the user
“Bean Nhat Minh” will only distributed mainly in the range from 0 to 0.5. The reason is
that the reliability of the user “Ngoc Anh Ngo” for “Quynh Giang Doan” gives a value of
10.86 while that for “Bean Nhat Anh” is only 4.25.

Figure 7: Distribution of data similarity

Similarly, we conduct the experiment with nine couples of (λ, µ) w.r.t. the formula (14)
to consider which factor in experience and reputation affects much more on trust estimation.
The results are given by Table 4.

Table 4: Standard Deviation (S.D) of topic aware trust values w.r.t. (λ, µ)
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From the result, we choose the couple (λ, µ) = (0.1; 0.9) since it gets the smallest standard
deviation. This observation shows that topic aware trust estimation depends on reputation
more than user’s own experience evaluation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a model of topic-aware trust computation, which is
a composition of the trust estimation based on experience of direct interaction, degrees of
user’s interests and reputation based trust. We determine a similarity measure of users which
has been constructed by means of the similar ones of profiles and user’s interest degrees on
topics. Based on the similarity, we proposed the measure of topic aware trust which is
inferred from its own experience trust and trust estimation from members of community.
Our experimental results showed relationships among types of topic trust and affection of
user’s interest on trust estimation. We show that the topic aware trust estimation depends on
reputation more than user’s own experience evaluation. However, there are some limitations
in our work. First, in this work, we restrict only consideration of interaction in one direction
from truster to trustees. This form needs to be extended to include various forms such as
the converses from trustees to truster. Second, how to utilize the propagation to estimate
trust among users when there is no direct interaction among them. These issues need to be
investigated furthermore. The research results will be presented in our future work.
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